Security Consulting Services
The threat landscape continues to change.
Is your security posture resilient enough to protect your critical assets?
Service Overview

Why Fortinet?

To stay ahead of a rapidly evolving threat landscape, organizations

Simple and Flexible Engagement

must adopt security architecture and operations that enable a

Per-day remote service (FP-10-SA001)

comprehensive and measured approach to cybersecurity. Fortinet
offers Cybersecurity Advisory & Consulting Services to partner
with business leaders, helping organizations be at their best
through this ever-changing environment.
Fortinet experts discover existing security posture elements
through a vendor-agnostic approach, align findings to business
goals, strategic objectives, and compliance requirements, and
guide existing projects and future planning toward framework
maturity. These collective tasks and outcomes empower
organizations to achieve a holistic security architecture resilient
enough to withstand continuous change in the threat landscape.

nnDiscover existing security posture baseline across the entire enterprise
nnAlign existing systems and processes to desired security

Fortinet is the #1 global cybersecurity company,

#1

with more than 20 years of experience in protecting
assets, detecting malicious actors, mitigating
threats, and leading the way on industry evolution.

framework(s)
nnGuide templated or customized reference security architectures

and processes

Fortinet delivers the Security Fabric, a broad,
integrated, and automated cybersecurity framework
that weaves together all facets of operational and
functional security.

Deliverables:
nnSecurity Architecture Review (SAR) report

FortiGuard Labs Global Threat Research and

nnNIST CSF maturity score

Response organization leverages tested artificial
intelligence and machine learning technologies to

nnReference and/or customized architecture

remain on the cutting edge of threat intelligence.

Advisory Team Proficiency
nnDedicated access to experienced professionals across multiple disciplines who possess decades of industry experience and direct connection to

nnSAR report delivered
nnNIST CSF score readout

additional experts inside Fortinet
nnOur team covers the entire spectrum of the security landscape, something not available or practical to most service providers of any scale

nnReference architectures

nnBest-in-class methodologies and framework alignment with studied application from our existing customer base

Domains
nnMulti-cloud

nnInfrastructure & Edge

nnZero-Trust Network Access

nnEndpoint Security - EDR

nnIdentity Management

nnSecurity Operations

Key Business Outcomes
nnCybersecurity Alignment: Successful cybersecurity programs establish initiatives that align strategically

and operationally with business goals. Our team explores and rates your existing security posture against the
NIST cybersecurity framework (CSF) to make prioritized recommendations for efforts and investments to align
security objectives.
nnEnd-to-end Security Architecture: Security is only as strong as your weakest link. Fortinet applies its

decades of leading innovation to design architectures that identify vulnerabilities, introduce compensating
controls, and mitigate threats.
nnGrowth-minded: Organizations are changing organisms, and as such, require resiliency that secures

critical business assets, transactions, and ROI today that won’t require bulk upgrades, redesign, or costly
replacements tomorrow.

Discover
nnBusiness Goals

Guide

nnSecurity Strategy
nnSecurity Posture

nnSecurity Architecture

nnConduct interviews

nnOperational Practices

nnReview policy, data

nnMaturity Roadmap

reports, metrics,
security assessments

nnConduct assessments

based on NIST CSF
nnIdentify critical business

assets
nnOngoing assessment

on security posture

Align

nnAssess security across

LOB and locations

nnSecurity Framework
nnCompliance Requirements
nnStrategic Objectives
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